Aerospace & Defense
ICP Defense was founded in 1985 and is a major sub-contractor to some of the world’s largest defense
and aerospace companies. It is a leading designer and manufacturer of parachutes and systems for
passive protection and extended storage of environmentally sensitive, high-value equipment.
ICP Defense has developed pneumatic, flow-through stitching technology and specialized cutting
and stitching capabilities to exploit the latest advances in materials. Our use of CadCam Technology,
statistical process controls, monitoring methodologies, and rigorous hand-inspection programs all
support our strong commitment to product reliability, superior quality, and customer service.
For Aerospace and Defense applications, ICP Defense offers a wide variety of capabilities to meet the
needs of our clients. Our highlights include the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Expertise in sewing high quality materials for the defense market (land, air and sea)
Short production runs, high volume jobs, and everything in between
High-tech diversified selection of sewing and cutting equipment
Fast turnaround when needed
Ability to sew and convert a wide range of materials consistently and efficiently

We will custom produce just about anything in a specified style, material, and color, including Hi Glide
Parachute Delivery Packs, Tactical Manpack Systems, Cargo Parachutes, Propellant Bags, Charge Bags,
Strap Assemblies, Gun Cases, Portable Satellite Communication Cases, and Military Rucksacks.
ICP Defense’s production and engineering staff begins work at the earliest stages of the design process
using an integrated approach to ensure that well-designed products are produced on target, on time,
and on budget. Quality Assurance Engineers provide key input to product design, and their involvement
continues throughout all phases of production to continuously improve processes and quality.
ICP Defense is globally certified to ISO 9001:2015 and is registered and fully compliant with the Controlled
Goods Program (CGP) (registration #21085). Our registration entitles designated officials at ICP Defense
to examine, process, or transfer controlled goods in accordance with the Defense Protection Act and
Controlled Goods Regulations. We are also registered under the U.S./Canadian Joint Certification
Program (#0024713, DD Form 2345). Our award-winning company is in position to serve markets
worldwide with unlimited energies.
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